Instrumental line profile / Profile aberrations / Synchrotron radiation XRPD / Debye-Scherrer geometry / Position sensitive detector / MYTHEN / TOPAS / PM2K / WPPM Abstract. The main aberrations affecting data collected with 1D position sensitive detectors in Debye-Scherrer capillary geometry are examined, and analytical corrections proposed. The equations are implemented in two of the most advanced software based on the Rietveld and Whole Powder Pattern Modelling methods, respectively, for structure and microstructure analysis. Application to MYTHEN, a fast single photon counting detector developed at the Swiss Light Source, is discussed in detail.
Introduction
MYTHEN is a fast single photon counting 1D positionsensitive silicon microstrip detector developed at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) capable of acquiring X-ray Powder Diffraction patterns simultaneously over 120 in 2q [1] [2] [3] . Its design is modular, so that systems of different 2q angular ranges can be assembled. The system installed at the SLS is made of 24 modules, each consisting of a silicon microstrip sensor with photon counting readout electronics for a total of 30720 independent channels working in parallel. Each sensor is made of 1280 50 mm pitch strips, which are wire-bonded to the front-end electronics. The efficiency of the Si sensor is more than 85% for X-rays in the range 5-10 keV and drops to about 25% at 20 keV (limited by the thickness of the silicon wafer).
The readout electronics consists of 10 custom designed 128-channels ASICs per module operating in single photon counting mode, i.e. the charge created by the X-rays converting inside the silicon sensor collected by the closest strip is amplified and compared with a threshold. Only the signals higher than this reference are counted, so that all the electronic noise lower than the threshold is rejected and the statistics on the number of counts is purely Poisson-like.
At the SLS, the detector modules are positioned at a distance of 760 mm from the sample and a He-filled box is used in order to limit the absorption and scattering of the diffracted photons due to air. Each module covers an angular range of 4.83 , with a gap of 0.17 (42.5 channels) between two neighboring modules. Since the detector is mounted on one of the diffractometer arms, it is possible to move it in order to acquire patterns in different positions and merge the data sets to avoid the data loss in the gaps between the modules. The intrinsic angular resolution of the detector given by the strip pitch is approximately 0. 004 , but the limit in this context is usually given by the size of the sample, which is projected onto the detector, as extensively discussed in this article.
The readout time of MYTHEN system is 250 ms for 24-bit dynamic range down to 90 ms for 4-bit partial readout. The maximum frame rate (1 frame being 1 whole diffraction pattern) is, however, limited by the data transfer rate over the network and can be as much as 10-100 frames s À1 (24-4 bits) for the whole 120 of the detector. Faster time-resolved measurements can, however, be performed by transferring data from a limited number of modules, thus obtaining a maximum frame rate of 100-900 Hz (24-4 bits) for a single module. In pump-andprobe experiments, on the other hand, the ns time scale can be achieved.
Thanks to the beamline optics fine tuning and the developed calibration procedures, the quality of the MYTHEN data in Debye-Scherrer transmission geometry is now comparable to that of traditional high resolution point detectors (in terms of FWHM resolution and peak profile shape), with the further advantage of fast and simultaneous acquisition of the full diffraction pattern [1] [2] [3] [4] .
MYTHEN is therefore optimal for time-resolved as well as high-resolution dose critical and in-situ non-ambient measurements. However, the lack of angular selection typical of a position sensitive detector, is a source of aberrations in the powder pattern in the form of peak displacement and profile modifications. These effects depend on various parameters, chiefly: sample size (e.g. capillary diameter), sample positioning, X-ray beam intensity distribution on the sample or powder distribution in the capillary, absorption, detector pixel size.
All these aberrations are here analytically modelled for the case of a virtually aberration-free optics and fully parallel beam, as the Materials Science (MS) beamline at the SLS [4] [5] [6] can provide. The resulting expressions can be seamlessly incorporated in any data analysis program so as to be fully taken into account. We show here the implementation in TOPAS [7] and PM2K [8] based, respectively, on the Rietveld [9, 10] and Whole Powder Pattern Modelling [11] [12] [13] methods, together with their experimental validation.
Instrumental contribution to peak profiles
The observed powder diffraction peak profile (h) of a polycrystalline material is broadened by both instrumental (g) and specimen-related (f) effects. Their combination is mathematically described by a convolution product [14] :
The instrumental and physical profiles are themselves the result of a convolution product of functions describing the individual sources of instrumental (e.g. optics, diffractometer, detector) and specimen-related (e.g. domain size, strain fields, dislocations, faulting) broadening [14, 15] :
When we perform a microstructure analysis, independently of whether we apply traditional Line Profile Analysis (LPA) methods, e.g. based on the estimate of the integral breadth [12, 16, 17] , or more advanced methods based on physical models of the microstructure [11] [12] [13] , a careful characterization of the instrumental component of the observed line profile is mandatory, to safely extract the sample-related component from the observed profile. The instrumental component can be either experimentally determined by recording a diffraction pattern on an appropriate standard under the same identical experimental conditions adopted for the analysis of the sample under investigation, or calculated from first principles starting from the instrument geometry (Fundamental Parameter Approach) [15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
When measuring the instrumental contribution to the peak profile using a standard, the problem arises on what requirements the standard should meet. Ideally, it should provide a Dirac delta specimen-related broadening, condition that can be obtained with a large enough domain size not to contribute to the peak profile, but small enough to guarantee a sufficient particle statistics, absence of defects and a linear absorption coefficient comparable with that of the sample under investigation [15] . Being impossible to meet all these conditions (to some extent in contradiction with one another), the standard should be the closest approximation of the ideal one [23] .
Aberrations in Debye-Scherrer geometry
In the following subsections, we describe the main aberrations and geometrical effects characterizing a position sensitive detector in Debye-Scherrer capillary geometry, and provide some experimental data purposely affected by those aberrations and effects. The following working conditions are assumed being met:
aberration-free optics such as those available at the SLS-MS beamline [4] [5] [6] . Under these conditions the profile broadening due to the optics can be considered purely Gaussian [4] ; optimal calibration of the diffractometer and the detector [1] ; negligible absorption effects. To limit the effects of the specimen holder, all powder samples were loaded in Lindemann glass no. 14 capillaries spun at approximately 10 Hz.
Specimen displacement correction
In Debye-Scherrer (transmission) geometry, an offset of the capillary with respect to the goniometer centre causes a nonlinear shift in the 2q positions that can be calculated as [24] :
where d L and d V denote, respectively, the displacement of the capillary in the direction of the beam and perpendicular to it, and R DS is the sample-to-detector distance (see Fig. 1 ). For 1D microstrip detectors, the R DS and the strip pitch p (strip-to-strip distance) define the intrinsic resolution of the detector. For the MYTHEN mounted at the SLS-MS beamline, for instance, the intrinsic resolution is approximately 0.004 deg in 2q, being R DS ¼ 760 mm and p ¼ 50 mm [1] . Equation (3) was checked on XRPD data recorded on the NIST SRM 640c Silicon powder [25] 
Implementation in TOPAS
The macro language of TOPAS allows an easy implementation of the specimen correction formula by the user (see Appendix A). The macro works on each peak, applying an offset to Bragg position, so the following is actually implemented:
representing an excellent approximation for Eq. (3) in the case of narrow reflections. Figure 2 shows, as an example, the result of the whole pattern Pawley refinement [26] without (upper raw) and with (lower raw) the use of the sample displacement macro. For better clarity, only three Si reflections at low, medium and high 2q angles are shown. The Pawley refinements were performed with the following strategy. Appropriate profile shape parameters were identified via an empirical parameterization of the first few peaks of the pattern recorded at nominal zero d L and d V . A pseudo-Voigt profile function was used for the fit, folded with a Gaussian that empirically describes the dependence of the peak FWHM on the capillary diameter (see next section) and with a top-hat function describing the pixel spread. The dependence of the profile FWHM on 2q, mainly due to the optics, was then successfully obtained using the whole diffraction pattern (max 2q of 116 ) and the modified Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-Voigt TCHZ with U, V, W, X refineable parameters [4, 10] .
The low-angle asymmetry due to the axial divergence was modelled using the Finger-Cox-Jephcoat [27] function with the two refineable parameters, s (capillary length) and h (receiving slits length), set at the experimentally adopted values of S ¼ 3 mm and H ¼ 8 mm. The parameters were then fixed to their convergence values (Gaus- (2)) for all subsequent analyses of data recorded at different specimen displacement values. Only the 2q zero offset was left free to vary, but its value never changed from one fit to another for more than one detector strip width (ca. 0.004 deg in 2q).
The Pawley refinements of all data files with nominal zero d V and variable d L sample displacement show a remarkable quantitative agreement between nominal and refined values (Table 1) . A weak correlation with d V is present, increasing with the induced d L . The patterns corresponding to induced d V displacements did not show the expected peak shifts. The specimen displacement macro was in all cases improving the fit, although not quantitatively returning the nominal d V values, owing to the low precision of the y-motor (soon to be replaced with a more reliable, optically encoded one).
Implementation in PM2K
The Whole Powder Pattern Modelling (WPPM) [11] [12] [13] is based on Eqs. (1) and (2) for the generation of peak profiles. Each {hkl} reflection family is split into its subcomponents hkl that are individually modelled to fully account for defects influencing them in a peculiar way (e.g. stacking faults [13, 28] ). Fully equivalent hkl can be grouped and assigned a cumulative weight w hkl . In reciprocal space, peak intensity then reads:
The peak centroid is defined with respect to the Bragg position (d * fhklg ¼ 2 sinðq fhklg Þ l) calculated on the basis of the given lattice. When needed, a displacement d hkl can be applied to each individual hkl profile:
It is important to note that, whenever possible, q or s dependent aberrations are not applied peakwise (i.e. considering just an average shift of the Bragg position), but pointwise. The differences can be appreciated on wide peaks or in the peak tails, a main concern for microstructure analysis. The intensity of each hkl peak is then calculated as a convolution of all broadening components. A simplification of the problem is obtained when all operations are done in Fourier space. In fact, the convolution theorem states that the Fourier transform of a convolution is equal to the product of the Fourier transforms of the functions to be folded. If C hkl ðLÞ is the product of all such functions defined in Fourier space for a profile subcomponent, then the intensity can be easily calculated as:
It is worth noting that the Fourier space dual to reciprocal space enters Eq. (7). The availability of the Fourier transform of the broadening sources, including those relative to the instrumental contribution, allows their fast incorporation into the WPPM. The capillary displacement has been introduced as a pointwise correction in the PM2K software [8] implementing the WPPM. The performance of PM2K is quite similar to that of TOPAS, in that the induced capillary shift is correctly retrieved from the experimental data. The actual values are slightly different, as a substantially different peak shape was employed in the analysis. All peaks were modelled using a pseudo-Voigt function (symmetrical in s) whose Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) and shape was parameterised according to a polynomial in tan (q) and in q, respectively (Caglioti plots [29] ) described by the
. As expected, the peaks have a very small Lorentz character. The pseudo-Voigt was folded with the functions defined below accounting for the change in profile shape and asymmetry due to the geometry.
All instrumental profile parameters were refined for each point, as to simulate what is usually done when modelling the instrumental contribution: the correct position with respect to the refined zero is recovered. The values are presented in Table 2 with respect to the modelled centroid, as done for the TOPAS data. Statistical indices are worse than in Table 1 due to a less accurate fitting of the background.
The trend of the Caglioti plots is almost indistinguishable in the various cases, witnessing the stability of the algorithms and of the implemented profile functions.
Profile shape dependence on capillary diameter D and cylindrical wobbling of radius w Each hkl Bragg peak in a powder diffraction pattern collected from a capillary specimen of diameter D perfectly aligned along the spinning axis (no wobbling of any type), is broadened by a certain profile. This arises because the capillary is not a point, therefore its scattering density within the diffraction plane (a uniform circle) must be projected onto the angular coordinates along the detector surface (the latter is assumed locally flat and orthogonal to the scattered beam). It results the following expression:
where:
The Fourier transform of f(x) can be easily computed as:
Instrumental profile of MYTHEN detector in D-S geometry where J 1 ðxÞ is Bessel function of first kind and order 1, and K ¼ pqx 0 . The accurate alignment of a capillary in the rotation centre of the goniometer head is quite difficult, and some residual wobbling is inevitably present. The simplest case is that of a capillary slightly displaced from the spinning axis (goniometer centre), describing a circular trajectory around it when spun. It is assumed that the capillary is always completely bathed by the X-ray beam during its spinning.
A capillary of diameter D wobbling cylindrically around the spinning axis with a trajectory radius w, causes a profile broadening given by the following convolution product:
where g w ðxÞ describes the angular density of the projection of the wobbling capillary centre onto the detector surface (as before, assumed locally flat and orthogonal to the scattered beam). The factor 2 in (13) arises from the fact that D is defined as a diameter whereas w is a radius. The Fourier transform of g w ðxÞ is easily calculated as: 
and, therefore, the Fourier transform of (11) is:
An alternative simplified approach could also be workable under certain circumstances. We can in fact replace f(x) (Eq. (8)) over the interval (Àx 0 , x 0 ) with an equivalent area Gaussian [1] whose standard deviation, expressed in deg, is:
Multiplying (16) by the factor 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2 ln 2 p converts the standard deviation of the Gaussian into its FWHM that we can directly extract from a diffraction pattern.
The cylindrical wobbling discussed above can also be reasonably approximated, in the limit of small wobbling radius (w ( 0:25D), with a Gaussian function of standard deviation [1] :
For w ! 0:25D (severe wobbling) the peak shape significantly changes (eventually splitting) and the Gaussian approximation no longer works. In such cases, the exact implementation of the profile function is necessary.
Implementation in TOPAS
The effectiveness of the Gaussian approximation in describing the aberrations due to the finite size of a slightly wobbling capillary under the hypothesis of w ( 0:25D, was checked against Pawley refinements of XRPD data recorded with a MYTHEN detector on the NIST SRM 640C Silicon powder [25] , loaded in 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.8 mm capillaries. A photon energy of 28 keV was employed to minimize the effects of absorption for the thicker capillaries. Slightly higher R wp were, in general, obtained for this set of refinements compared with the 15.5 keV data discussed before. This is quite common for SLS-MS data, as the peak profile shape at photon energies >20 keV is intrinsically more difficult to model (the optics start playing a role in the description of the peak profile).
Following the same refinement strategy described in the previous section for the evaluation of the sample displacement correction, a satisfactory Pawley refinement (R wp ¼ 4.50; GoF ¼ 1.04) was first achieved for the 0.2 mm capillary data by including a Gaussian convolution function with a FWHM fixed at the theoretical expected value of 8.95 mdeg, predicted by Eq. (16) . Then, the XRPD patterns recorded at the other D values were analysed by fixing the instrumental parameters to the values refined on the D ¼ 0.2 mm XRPD data, and refining only the Gaussian_FWHM. Table 3 shows the results of this series of Pawley refinements and Fig. 3 the corresponding plots.
We can see that up to ca. D ¼ 0.4 mm the simple Gaussian approximation for the peak profile broadening due to finite capillary diameter and moderate residual wobbling works reasonably well. Above this value, the returned value of the Gaussian_FWHM contribution is systematically underestimated. The graphical inspection of the corresponding Pawley refinements confirms that the peak FWHM is underestimated because the peaks split and the actual shape is no longer modelled by an appropriate function. In such cases, Eq. (11) should be employed. 
Implementation in PM2K
The nature of the WPPM equations calls for a direct implementation of the analytical formulae proposed above, thus avoiding the limitations of the approximate corrections. Two possible options are viable: (i) working with the function defined in 2q or (ii) employing the analytical Fourier transform. All Fourier transforms proposed above, however, have been obtained as a result of the direct transformation from the 2q space to its dual q as defined in Eq. (10) that, as a matter of fact, has no direct physical interpretation. The transformation from reciprocal space to correlation length space (i.e. from s to L) is the one physically meaningful for the WPPM. This type of transformation is quite difficult to perform analytically without approximations. By suitably expanding the running variable s À s hkl as:
where g ¼ 1 = 2 for radians and g ¼ p/360 for degrees, and taking just a first order approximation, we have:
As this change of variable implies just the multiplication by a constant, and being the Fourier transform a linear operator, we can obtain the transform from s to L from the 2q to q one (proposed above) simply by replacing q with aL. For instance, Eq. (10) modifies into:
The error made by ignoring the other terms in the expansion is expected to be of the order of magnitude of the ratio between the second and first order in the expansion i.e.:
Even for a large capillary size (1 mm), the absolute value of r is below 2 Â 10 À3 for angles as large as 160 in 2q. Figure 4 shows the PM2K modelling result of the Si dataset previously analysed with TOPAS and shown in Fig. 2 components contributing to the final profile is shown in Fig. 5 .
In particular, Fig. 5 shows the various contributions to the profile broadening of pixel width size, axial divergence, finite capillary size, and their combination is provided together with the result of the pattern modelling. It can be appreciated that the major broadening contribution is given by the finite capillary size, whereas the only source of peak shift -considering a perfectly centred capillary -is the axial divergence. Figure 6 shows the modification that occurs to the peak profile when applying the wobbling correction. The peak progressively broadens, with a clear splitting of the peak observed for large values of w.
As the splitting is dependent on 2q and is small for small wobbling radius, it can be easily misinterpreted as anisotropic peak broadening if not properly taken into account.
Further contributions to the profile
Besides the effects related to the specimen holder, a set of further contributions need to be considered when modelling the data from 1D position sensitive detectors such as the MYTHEN, the major being certainly axial divergence and point spread function. Axial divergence is caused by the finite extension of illuminated specimen area and of the detector pixel perpendicular to the equatorial (beam) plane. In the set-up shown in this work (Fig. 1 ) axial divergence is not contrasted by any optics, as it happens for other geometries (e.g., Soller slits in the standard powder diffractometers).
The pixel spread function accounts for the discrete size of each of the counters in the detector. While further details can be found in the recent literature [1] , a quick account is given here, as both contributions are considered in the modelling of the patterns shown here.
The axial divergence is well described by the function proposed by Finger, Cox and Jephcoat [27] and reprised by Prince and Toby [30] . Both a shift in the peak posi- 
Both functions are already available as a subset of functions implemented in TOPAS and in the latest version of PM2K.
A case of study: size-strain round robin specimen
As an example of the performance that can be achieved by using the MYTHEN detector and the provided aberration correction formulae, we propose the analysis of the nanocrystalline CeO 2 specimen employed for the sizestrain round robin conducted in 2004 by the Commission on Powder Diffraction of the International Union of Crystallography [31] . Data from a coarse grained specimen were provided to account for instrumental effects. Although this is not a certified profile standard, we used it to be consistent with the proposed case of study. Tutorial input files are provided as part of the TOPAS software to analyse the original round robin data. The same tutorial will be followed here, starting from the naming convention: the nanocrystalline and reference CeO 2 powders will be denoted as broad and sharp, respectively.
We recorded XRPD patterns of the 2004 round robin powders using MYTHEN and followed the TOPAS tutorial, based on the use of the effective double-Voigt approach [32] . Figure 7 shows the XRPD patterns recorded for 2 and 8 s, on ceria-sharp and broad (a) and their corresponding Pawley refinements (b and c).
Empirical parameterization of the line profile shape of ceria-sharp was performed to carefully characterize the instrumental contribution to the line profile. The refined parameters were then fixed in the subsequent analysis of the nanocrystalline ceria powder to unfold the instrumental contribution to the line profile in the microstrain analysis. Table 4 shows the results of the microstructure analysis generated by TOPAS using MYTHEN data compared with the published results using the round robin data.
MYTHEN XRPD patterns brought to a fairly good quantitative agreement with the round-robin results.
Conclusions
The major aberrations affecting data collected with state of the art 1D position sensitive detectors in Debye-Scherrer geometry have been presented and described analytically. The shift due to capillary misalignment and the aberrations coming from the finite size of the capillary, the presence of a wobbling, axial divergence and finite pixel size are fully described and implemented in the Rietveld method (TOPAS software) and in the Whole Powder Pattern Modelling (PM2K software). The quality of the corrected data allows the potential of a modern detector such as the MYTHEN developed at the Swiss Light Source, to be fully exploited. In this way structure and microstructure analysis can be seamlessly performed on patterns collected in fractions of seconds. 
